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Claimed In Shadows: A Midnight
Breed Novel (The Midnight
Breed Series Book 15)
Adrian's New York Times and #1 international bestselling
Midnight Breed vampire romance series continues with
an adrenaline-laced, passionate new novel of
paranormal adventure. After a shocking betrayal, Rafe
will let nothing stand in the way of revenge, least of all
his desire for Devony Winters.
Toward the end of the year 1920 the Government of the
United States had practically completed the programme,
adopted during the last months of President Winthrop's
administration. The country was apparently tranquil.
Everybody knows how the Tariff and Labour questions
were settled. The war with Germany, incident on that
country's seizure of the Samoan Islands, had left no
visible scars upon the republic, and the temporary
occupation of Norfolk by the invading army had been
forgotten in the joy over repeated naval victories, and the
subsequent ridiculous plight of General Von
Gartenlaube's forces in the State of New Jersey. The
Cuban and Hawaiian investments had paid one hundred
per cent and the territory of Samoa was well worth its
cost as a coaling station. The country was in a superb
state of defence. Every coast city had been well supplied
with land fortifications; the army under the parental eye
of the General Staff, organized according to the Prussian
system, had been increased to 300,000 men, with a
territorial reserve of a million; and six magnificent
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squadrons of cruisers and battle-ships patrolled the six
stations of the navigable seas, leaving a steam reserve
amply fitted to control home waters. The gentlemen from
the West had at last been constrained to acknowledge
that a college for the training of diplomats was as
necessary as law schools are for the training of
barristers; consequently we were no longer represented
abroad by incompetent patriots. The nation was
prosperous; Chicago, for a moment paralyzed after a
second great fire, had risen from its ruins, white and
imperial, and more beautiful than the white city which
had been built for its plaything in 1893. Everywhere good
architecture was replacing bad, and even in New York, a
sudden craving for decency had swept away a great
portion of the existing horrors. Streets had been
widened, properly paved and lighted, trees had been
planted, squares laid out, elevated structures demolished
and underground roads built to replace them. The new
government buildings and barracks were fine bits of
architecture, and the long system of stone quays which
completely surrounded the island had been turned into
parks which proved a god-send to the population. The
subsidizing of the state theatre and state opera brought
its own reward. The United States National Academy of
Design was much like European institutions of the same
kind. Nobody envied the Secretary of Fine Arts, either his
cabinet position or his portfolio. The Secretary of
Forestry and Game Preservation had a much easier
time, thanks to the new system of National Mounted
Police. We had profited well by the latest treaties with
France and England; the exclusion of foreign-born Jews
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as a measure of self-preservation, the settlement of the
new independent negro state of Suanee, the checking of
immigration, the new laws concerning naturalization, and
the gradual centralization of power in the executive all
contributed to national calm and prosperity. When the
Government solved the Indian problem and squadrons of
Indian cavalry scouts in native costume were substituted
for the pitiable organizations tacked on to the tail of
skeletonized regiments by a former Secretary of War, the
nation drew a long sigh of relief. When, after the colossal
Congress of Religions, bigotry and intolerance were laid
in their graves and kindness and charity began to draw
warring sects together, many thought the millennium had
arrived, at least in the new world which after all is a world
by itself.
The much-anticipated sequel to the book Danielle Page,
author of Dorothy Must Die, says is "inventive, gorgeous,
and epic--Grey dazzles." Everything in Echo's life
changed in a blinding flash when she learned the
startling truth: she is the firebird, the creature of light that
is said to bring peace. The firebird has come into the
world, but it has not come alone. Every action has an
equal and opposite reaction, and Echo can feel a great
and terrible darkness rising in the distance. Cosmic
forces threaten to tear the world apart. Echo has already
lost her home, her family, and her boyfriend. Now, as the
firebird, her path is filled with even greater dangers than
the ones she's already overcome. She knows the
Dragon Prince will not fall without a fight. Echo must
decide: can she wield the power of her true nature--or
will it prove too strong for her, and burn what's left of her
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world to the ground? Welcome to the shadow hour.
Praise for the Girl at Midnight Series: “A stunning debut. .
. . Equal parts atmosphere and adventure, Melissa
Grey’s The Girl at Midnight is positively divine.”
—Victoria Schwab, author of A Darker Shade of Magic
“An action- and angst-packed installment reminiscent of
Buffy and Neil Gaiman’s Neverwhere.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Catnip for fans of Cassandra Clare.” —BookPage.com
“A must-read.” —Paste magazine “You are going to love
Echo.” —Bustle.com “Sparks fly. . . . Will please fans of
Cassandra Clare and Game of Thrones watchers with its
remarkable world building; richly developed characters;
and themes of family, power, loyalty, and romance.”
—Booklist, Starred “A feisty heroine, fun supporting
characters, a mission to save the world, and some
seriously spicy romance.” —SLJ “Fast-paced, actionpacked, and full of laughs.” —Nerdist.com “Enthralling
and pure magic, Grey’s debut is delightful!” —Romantic
Times “A page-turner—I was hooked from start to finish.”
—Latina Magazine
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this pulsepounding and thrillingly sensual novel, Lara Adrian
returns to the mesmerizing world of the Midnight Breed,
following new characters into a dark future where an
uneasy peace can unravel into war—and a great
betrayal can mask an all-consuming love. Twenty years
after the terror of First Dawn—when mankind learned
that vampires lived secretly among them—the threat of
violence reigns as the two species struggle to coexist.
The only group preserving the fragile harmony is the
Order, an elite cadre of Breed warriors dedicated to
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protecting humans and vampires alike. And in this
precarious world of torn loyalties and shattered trust,
Mira, a fiery squad captain, finds that every fight bears
an intensely personal cost. Raised among the Order,
Mira has always believed in the warrior’s code of
swift—and even lethal—justice. But the one thing she
desires more than the Order’s hard-won acceptance is
Kellan Archer, a sexy but troubled Breed fighter. In love
with him since childhood, Mira once broke through his
tough exterior during an unexpected night of rapture, but
the next day he mysteriously disappeared, never to
return. Kellan didn’t think he would ever see Mira
again—or have to confront the truth of why he left. After
abandoning the Order years ago, he now leads a band of
human rebels intent on carrying out their own vigilante
rule of law. Yet a high-profile kidnapping assignment
brings him face-to-face with the past he sought to avoid,
and the striking woman he has tried desperately to
forget. And as tensions mount and the risk of bloodshed
grows, Kellan and Mira must take sides—between the
competing missions that dominate their lives, and the
electrifying passion that claims their hearts. BONUS:
This edition includes an excerpt from Lara Adrian's
Crave the Night. Praise for Edge of Dawn “With an
Adrian novel, readers are assured of plenty of dangerous
thrills and passionate chills.”—RT Book Reviews “The
eleventh installment in Adrian’s strikingly original
Midnight Breed series delivers an abundance of nailbiting suspenseful chills, red-hot sexy thrills, an
intricately built world, and realistically complicated and
conflicted protagonists, whose happily-ever-after ending
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proves to be all the sweeter after what they endure to get
there.”—Booklist (starred review) “Adrian has always
been an impeccable writer, but as I started reading this
book, I was reminded of just how amazing and talented
she is. She paints a vivid picture for every scene, delves
deeper into each character until readers know everything
about them, and writes some of the best action
sequences I've encountered in a long time. . . . Make no
mistake, Lara Adrian is one of the premier authors of
paranormal romance and with this book, she proves it! . .
. Edge of Dawn is a game changer—a book that will
revolutionize the way readers see the Midnight Breed
world and stir up some excitement! Filled with angst,
tortured hearts, above all, selfless love, Edge of Dawn
will break your hearts and mend them back up
again.”—Fresh Fiction “A spine tingling thrill ride for both
old and new fans alike . . . Edge of Dawn is one of the
few stories that deserve more than a five star
rating.”—Night Owl Reviews “Well worth waiting for . . .
Adrian once again engulfs her readers in a world or
Breed loyalty, fierce passion and emotional overload. . . .
The complexity of the plot will leave you stunned to say
the least and in my case, left wondering what will happen
next. . . . I guarantee you will be begging for
more.”—Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews
Edge of Dawn
Tenth Anniversary Author's Definitive Edition
A Midnight Breed Novel
Heir of Fire
White Lion's Lady
The "strikingly original" (Booklist) Midnight Breed
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vampire romance series continues with a pulsepounding novel of paranormal passion and suspense
from New York Times and #1 international
bestselling author Lara Adrian.Carys Chase is
accustomed to making her own rules and letting her
heart lead the way--no matter what anyone else has to
say about it. A rare Breed female and a daywalker as
well, headstrong, beautiful Carys is one of the most
powerful of her kind. She lives passionately and loves
without limits, especially when it comes to the lethal
cage-fighting Breed warrior called Rune.Unbeatable
in the ring, Rune exists in a brutal world of blood and
bone and death. He's made his share of enemies both
in and out of the arena, and his secrets run as deep
and turbulent as his past. A dangerous loner who has
survived by his fists and fangs, Rune has never
allowed anyone to get too close to him...until Carys.
But when the bodies buried in his past rise up to
threaten his present, Rune must choose between
betraying Carys's trust or putting her in the
crosshairs of a battle neither of them can hope to win
on their own.
Agora is an insular city-state where anything can be
bought and sold. Everything is a commodity; goods,
services, people, thoughts, concepts and even
emotions are bartered on the open market. It’s an
economy without money, where trade is the only way
of life and debt is death. The successful elite rule,
plague festers in the pitiless slums, and children are
possessions until their twelfth birthdays. In the
ancient tower of Count Stelli, the city’s greatest
astrologer, two children meet, both of whom have
been sold into servitude. Mark is an emotional,
imaginative boy who is sold by his father to the
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Count’s grandson in return for medical treatment.
The other child, Lily, is reserved and thoughtful; an
orphan now owned by the Count. At first, threatened
with being thrown out to die on the disease-ridden
streets if they displease their masters, Mark and
Lily’s only goal is to work and survive. However, as
they begin to understand that they can shape their
own destinies, they each find their own path — Mark
within the system, angling for power and the security
it brings; and Lily beyond it, determined to change
the city forever. Unbeknownst to them both, however,
Mark and Lily are watched by the mysterious ruler of
Agora, the Director of Receipts, whose interest in the
apparently insignificant pair is more than a passing
one.
Emma is torn between her passion for Julian and her
need to protect him from the consequences of a
forbidden romantic partnership, a situation
challenged by her relationship with Mark and his
efforts to regain his Shadowhunter capabilities.
Troubled Order member Sterling Chase finds himself
drawn to the mysterious Tavia Fairchild, who seems
to be more than merely human, as they and the rest
of the Order try to find a way to finally defeat the evil
Dragos.
The King in Yellow
Sophie's World
Midnight Rising
The Shadow Hour
Claimed in Shadows

In a world of shadows and dark, cosuming hungers,
desire is the deadliest weapon... For journalist Dylan
Alexander, it began with the discovery of a hidden
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tomb, thrusting her into the center of a gathering
storm of violence and secrets. But nothing is as
dangerous as the scarred, lethally seductive man
who rises from the shadows to draw her into his
world of dark desire and endless night. Fueled by
pain and rage over a shattering betrayal, the warrior
Rio has pledged his life to the war against the
Rogues. He will let nothing stand in his way—least of
all a mortal woman with the power to expose the
entire vampire race. For an ancient evil has been
awakened, and a stunning darkness is on the rise.
Suddenly Dylan is powerless to resist Rio’s touch,
even as she uncovers a shocking link to her own
past. And now she must choose: Leave Rio’s
midnight realm, or risk it all for the man who has
shown her true passion and the infinite pleasures of
the heart. . . .
For fans who have been been waiting to devour
Darker After Midnight, as well as new readers
tempted by the seductive thrills of her Midnight
Breed novels, New York Times bestselling author
Lara Adrian offers up a tantalizing appetizer in A
Taste of Midnight. In this spellbinding eBook novella
of otherworldly desire, a woman whose destiny was
born from a blood kiss discovers that second
chances do come . . . even for immortals. A
shimmering holiday gala lights up an ancient castle
in the Scottish Highlands, but beautiful widowed
Breedmate Danika MacConn feels alone in the
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crowd. Even among the friends and festivity of the
Darkhaven celebration, she can’t forget her lost
love, a fallen warrior of the Order. Her brief return to
her mate’s homeland has become treacherous after
rejecting the advances of a dangerous Edinburgh
crime boss with a taste for blood sport. As Danika
seeks to expose the vampire and his dark trade, she
discovers an unexpected ally in his forbidding,
enigmatic henchman, Brannoc, a man who exudes
heat, danger, and dark menace—and seems
somehow achingly familiar. Bran has his own
reasons for wanting to keep Dani out of his
employer’s business . . . and his own secrets he
means to keep buried. The last thing he needs is to
get tangled up with a woman who tempts the wildest
part of his Breed nature—especially when that woman
is Danika MacConn, the one woman capable of
bringing him to his knees. Contains a preview of
Lara Adrian’s Darker After Midnight!
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two
questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where
does the world come from?" Before she knows it she
is enrolled in a correspondence course with a
mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein
Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery,
but also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
Sarah J. Maas's global #1 bestselling THRONE OF
GLASS series reaches new heights in this sweeping
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fourth instalment. Everyone Celaena Sardothien
loves has been taken from her. Now she returns to
the empire – to confront the shadows of her past ...
Bloodthirsty for revenge on the two men responsible
for destroying her life, and desperate to find out if the
prince and his captain are safe, Celaena returns to
Rifthold. She has accepted her identity as Aelin
Galathynius, the lost Queen of Terrasen. But before
she can reclaim her throne, there are dark truths to
learn and debts to be paid. Aelin must stay hidden
beneath her assassin's hood and draw on her mortal
strength as Celaena to prevent the King of Adarlan
from tearing her world apart. Only then can she fight
for her people. Readers will be held rapt as
Celaena's story builds to an agonising crescendo,
packed with heart-pounding action and searing
romance.
Forged by Fire
Edge of Darkness
A Novel
Break the Day
A Taste of Midnight: A Midnight Breed Novella
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the
adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose nose
grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted
more than anything else to become a real boy.As
carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a block of
pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out,
"Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the talking
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log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until
his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece
of wood to build a marionette. Antonio gives the
block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of
Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a
boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for
children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous
adventures of Pinocchio, an animated marionette,
and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is
considered a classic of children's literature and has
spawned many derivative works of art. But this is
not the story we've seen in film but the original
version full of harrowing adventures faced by
Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.
He watches her from across the crowded dance
club, a sensual black-haired stranger who stirs
Gabrielle Maxwell’s deepest fantasies. But nothing
about this night—or this man—is what it seems. For
when Gabrielle witnesses a murder outside the club,
reality shifts into something dark and deadly. In that
shattering instant she is thrust into a realm she
never knew existed—a realm where vampires stalk
the shadows and a blood war is set to ignite. Lucan
Thorne despises the violence carried out by his
lawless brethren. A vampire himself, Lucan is a
Breed warrior, sworn to protect his kind—and the
unwitting humans existing alongside them—from
the mounting threat of the Rogues. Lucan cannot
risk binding himself to a mortal woman, but when
Gabrielle is targeted by his enemies, he has no
choice but to bring her into the dark underworld he
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commands. Here, in the arms of the Breed’s
formidable leader, Gabrielle will confront an
extraordinary destiny of danger, seduction, and the
darkest pleasures of all. . . .
The first book in an epic heart-pounding fantasy
trilogy inspired by ancient Indian history and Hindu
mythology, perfect for fans of Sabaa Tahir and
Renée Ahdieh. * A Book Riot Most Anticipated Novel
of 2019 * B&N Top 50 Most Anticipated Novels * A
broken bond. A dying land. A cat-and-mouse game
that can only end in bloodshed. Esha lost everything
in the royal coup—and as the legendary rebel
known as the Viper, she’s made the guilty pay. Now
she’s been tasked with her most important mission
to date: taking down the ruthless General Hotha.
Kunal has been a soldier since childhood. His uncle,
the general, has ensured that Kunal never strays
from the path—even as a part of Kunal longs to join
the outside world, which has only been growing
more volatile. When Esha and Kunal’s paths cross
one fated night, an impossible chain of events
unfolds. Both the Viper and the soldier think they’re
calling the shots, but they’re not the only players
moving the pieces. As the bonds that hold their land
in order break down and the sins of the past meet
the promise of a new future, both the soldier and the
rebel must decide where their loyalties lie: with the
lives they’ve killed to hold on to or with the love
that’s made them dream of something more.
In this pulse-pounding new Midnight Breed vampire
romance novel from New York Times and #1
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international bestselling author Lara Adrian, passion
explodes between a daywalking member of the
Order and a fiery female warrior whose shadowy
past will test the bonds of both duty and desire. As
the son of a formidable Breed warrior, Aric Chase
has been devoted to the Order all his life. With his
training completed, all he needs is one successful
mission before he can join the fight to destroy the
Order's chief nemesis, Opus Nostrum. His rare
ability to daywalk lands Aric an assignment in
Montreal, where he learns he's to be teamed with
another new recruit, a beautiful, but tough-as-nails
Breedmate named Kaya Laurent. Independent and
driven, Kaya wants nothing more than to become a
full-fledged member of the Order. Having grown up
in squalor and neglect on the streets of Montreal,
she longs for the close-knit family she's found
during her training to be a warrior. Eager to prove
herself, she is thrilled to be given the chance at a
key operation-even if she must share the mission
with an arrogant, far-too-seductive Breed male
who's practically Order royalty. Their unwanted
partnership soon erupts into a desire neither of
them can resist. But when Kaya's past reaches out
from the shadows to call her back, she must decide
between protecting a dark alliance that could
shatter her dreams of joining the team and a truth
that could not only forfeit Aric's faith in her, but
bring the enemy right to the Order's door.
Fahrenheit 451
The Midnight Charter
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Crave the Night
Midnight Untamed: A Midnight Breed Novella
The Tiger at Midnight
He comes to her more dead than alive, a towering black-clad
stranger riddled with bullets and rapidly losing blood. As she
struggles to save him, veterinarian Tess Culver is unaware that the
man calling himself Dante is no man at all, but one of the Breed,
vampire warriors engaged in a desperate battle. In a single
erotically charged moment Tess is plunged into his world—a
shifting, shadowed place where bands of Rogue vampires stalk the
night, cutting a swath of terror. Haunted by visions of a dark future,
Dante lives and fights like there is no tomorrow. Tess is a
complication he does not need—but now, with his brethren under
attack, he must shield Tess from a growing threat that includes
Dante himself. For with one reckless, irresistible kiss, she has
become an inextricable part of his underworld realm…and his touch
awakens her to hidden gifts, desires, and hungers she never knew
she possessed. Bonded by blood, Dante and Tess must work
together to thwart deadly enemies, even as they discover a passion
that transcends the boundaries of life itself….
"Shadowhunter Emma Carstairs and her parabatai Julian
Blackthorn race to stop a demonic plot that threatens Los
Angeles"-A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one
of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
Kingdoms collide as Aelin continues her epic journey from assassin
to queen in this instalment of the global #1 bestselling series. The
long path to the throne has just begun for Aelin Galathynius. As the
kingdoms of Erilea fracture around her, enemies must become allies
if Aelin is to keep those she loves from falling to the dark forces
poised to claim her world. With war looming on all horizons, the
only chance for salvation lies in a desperate quest that may mark
the end of everything Aelin holds dear. Will Aelin succeed in
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keeping her world from splintering, or will it all come crashing
down? Contains mature content. Not suitable for younger readers.
Midnight Unleashed: A Midnight Breed Novella
The Raven
Bound to Darkness
Kiss of Crimson
Killers of the Flower Moon

NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • NATIONAL
BESTSELLER • A twisting, haunting true-life murder
mystery about one of the most monstrous crimes in
American history, from the author of The Lost City of Z.
In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world
were members of the Osage Nation in Oklahoma. After
oil was discovered beneath their land, the Osage rode in
chauffeured automobiles, built mansions, and sent their
children to study in Europe. Then, one by one, the
Osage began to be killed off. The family of an Osage
woman, Mollie Burkhart, became a prime target. One of
her relatives was shot. Another was poisoned. And it was
just the beginning, as more and more Osage were dying
under mysterious circumstances, and many of those who
dared to investigate the killings were themselves
murdered. As the death toll rose, the newly created FBI
took up the case, and the young director, J. Edgar
Hoover, turned to a former Texas Ranger named Tom
White to try to unravel the mystery. White put together an
undercover team, including a Native American agent
who infiltrated the region, and together with the Osage
began to expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in
American history.
#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a
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triumphant return to the world of Twilight with this highly
anticipated companion: the iconic love story of Bella and
Edward told from the vampire's point of view. When
Edward Cullen and Bella Swan met in Twilight, an iconic
love story was born. But until now, fans have heard only
Bella's side of the story. At last, readers can experience
Edward's version in the long-awaited companion novel,
Midnight Sun. This unforgettable tale as told through
Edward's eyes takes on a new and decidedly dark twist.
Meeting Bella is both the most unnerving and intriguing
event he has experienced in all his years as a vampire.
As we learn more fascinating details about Edward's
past and the complexity of his inner thoughts, we
understand why this is the defining struggle of his life.
How can he justify following his heart if it means leading
Bella into danger? In Midnight Sun, Stephenie Meyer
transports us back to a world that has captivated millions
of readers and brings us an epic novel about the
profound pleasures and devastating consequences of
immortal love. An instant #1 New York Times
BestsellerAn instant #1 USA Today BestsellerAn instant
#1 Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn instant #1
IndieBound BestsellerApple Audiobook August MustListens Pick "People do not want to just read Meyer's
books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -Time "A literary phenomenon." -- New York Times
Tina Evans, grieving over the death of her little boy in a
tragic accident, and her compassionate lover embark on
a terrifying odyssey in search of the truth about her son's
death and the shocking messages that lead her to
believe that the child may not be dead after all.
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Kidnapped on her wedding day by her childhood hero,
Griffin, the White Lion, beautiful heiress Isabel de
Lamere is stunned to discover that he intends to use her
for his own gain, and soon the two are plunged into a
world of danger and passion, forcing Griffin to choose
between true love and honor. Original.
Fall of Night
A Novel About the History of Philosophy
Hour of Darkness
A Midnight Breed Novella
1001 Dark Nights: Bundle Twelve

From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Lara Adrian comes a new story in her Midnight Breed
series… Once, they lived in secret alongside mankind. Now,
emerged from the shadows, the Breed faces enemies on
both sides—human and vampire alike. No one knows that
better than Lazaro Archer, one of the eldest, most powerful
of his kind. His beloved Breedmate and family massacred by
a madman twenty years ago, Lazaro refuses to open his
heart again. Sworn to his duty as the leader of the Order’s
command center in Italy, the last thing the hardened
warrior wants is to be tasked with the rescue and
safekeeping of an innocent woman in need of his protection.
But when a covert mission takes a deadly wrong turn,
Lazaro finds himself in the unlikely role of hero with a
familiar, intriguing beauty he should not desire, but cannot
resist. Melena Walsh has never forgotten the dashing Breed
male who saved her life as a child. But the chivalrous hero
of her past is in hard contrast to the embittered, dangerous
man on whom her safety now depends. And with an
unwanted—yet undeniable—desire igniting between them,
Melena fears that Lazaro’s protection may come at the price
of her heart…. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a
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standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an
author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the
author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as
we do.**
In 2005, Brandon Sanderson debuted with Elantris, an epic
fantasy unlike any other then on the market. To celebrate
its tenth anniversary, Tor is reissuing Elantris in a special
edition, a fresh chance to introduce it to the myriad readers
who have since become Sanderson fans. This new edition
begins with a preface by author Dan Wells, the first person
to read the completed novel, and a new afterword by
Sanderson explaining how he came to write the book and its
place in the Cosmere, the unified universe of all his Tor
novels. Also included is an expanded version of the "Ars
Arcanum" appendix, with more of the technical details of
the book's magic that fans can never get enough of. Elantris
was truly a milestone both for Sanderson and for the genre
of epic fantasy. It deserves this special treatment,
something Tor has done only once before, with Orson Scott
Card's Ender's Game. Sanderson fans old and new will be
excited to discover it.
With a dagger in her hand and vengeance on her mind,
Darkhaven beauty Elise Chase prowls Boston’s streets in
search of retribution against the Rogue vampires who took
from her everything she cherished. Using an extraordinary
psychic gift, she tracks her prey, well aware that the power
she possesses is destroying her. She must learn to harness
this gift, and for that she can turn to only one man—the
deadliest of the Breed warriors, Tegan. No stranger to loss,
Tegan knows Elise’s pain. He knows fury, but when he slays
his enemies it is with ice in his veins. He is perfect in his selfcontrol, until Elise seeks his aid in her personal war. An
unholy alliance is forged—a bond that will link them by
blood and vow—and plunge them into a tempest of danger,
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desire, and the darkest passions of the heart. . . .
Teenage Gerald, who has spent years protecting his fragile
half-sister from their abusive father, faces the prospect of
one final confrontation before the problem can be solved.
Heart of the Hunter
Lord of Shadows
Midnight Sun
Elantris
Ariana of Clairmont would risk anything to save her
kidnapped brother, a quest she knows is fraught with
peril. Her only ally is Braedon le Chasseur, a
formidable knight with a mysterious past, whose
scarred face and brooding nature mask a soul filled
with pain. Ariana fears this dangerous man and the
secrets he strives to conceal -- but Braedon's touch is
pure seduction, his kiss a potent lure that tempts her
into a passion she is powerless to resist.
Celaena has survived deadly contests and shattering
heartbreak-but at an unspeakable cost. Now, she
must travel to a new land to confront her darkest
truth . . . a truth about her heritage that could change
her life-and her future-forever. Meanwhile, brutal and
monstrous forces are gathering on the horizon, intent
on enslaving her world. Will Celaena find the strength
to not only fight her inner demons, but to take on the
evil that is about to be unleashed? The bestselling
series that has captured readers all over the world
reaches new heights in this sequel to the New York
Times best-selling Crown of Midnight. Packed with
heart-pounding action, fierce new characters, and
swoon-worthy romance, this third book will enthrall
readers from start to finish.
A key member of the Order -- an elite group of
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warriors charged with protecting both mortals and
vampires -- Nathan executes each mission with
flawless precision and a total lack of mercy. Now he
must pursue a powerful, hidden enemy. But Nathan's
hard discipline and training are no match for the
fierce pull he feels toward a young woman he has no
right to desire -- a woman of wealth and high social
standing who has long been promised to another
Breed male, and who may also prove to be the key to
rooting out Nathan's elusive quarry.
Darker After Midnight
Empire of Storms
Midnight Unbound
Midnight Awakening
Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
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